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Abstract Acute spinal cord compression (SCC) is the

most serious of the diseases of the cord and should be

accorded special attention in neurocritical care. Patients

with SCC have a combination of motor and sensory dys-

function that has a distribution referable to one, or a few

contiguous, spinal levels. Bowel and bladder dysfunction

and neck or back pain are usually part of the clinical pre-

sentation but are not uniformly present. Because

interventions are time-sensitive, the recognition and treat-

ment of SCC was chosen as an ENLS protocol.
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The ENLS suggested algorithm for the initial management

of SCC is shown in Fig. 1. Suggested items to complete

within the first hour of evaluating a patient with SCC are

shown in Table 1.

Quadriplegia

Quadriplegia represents the most serious presentation of

SCC. In an alert and responsive patient, quadriplegia

indicates a cervical lesion. Depending on the level of the

cervical lesion, there may also be respiratory failure. Pul-

monary function tests such as negative inspiratory force or

vital capacity may be helpful in assessing this status (see

the Acute Weakness protocol for indications on intubation).

The patient’s own assessment of his respiratory status by

way of dyspnea is frequently accurate but becomes unre-

liable if the patient requires pain medication or sedation.

When in doubt, the airway should be secured by intubation

and assisted with ventilation, particularly if the clinical

syndrome is rapidly progressing.

The degree of recovery is often fixed at 48–72 h after

injury [1]. Therefore, if the history and physical exam

narrow the possible etiology to infectious or metastatic

processes, it is prudent to begin antibiotics or steroids if

there will be a delay in establishing the cause of cord

compression by imaging.

If cervical instability is suspected on the basis of

spondylolisthesis, traumatic ligamentous injury or multiple

destructive bone lesions in one spinal segment, particularly

in the posterior elements, the patient should be placed in a

cervical collar until imaging can determine cervical

stability.

Emergent Transfer

Advanced imaging as well as specialists in neurology,

neurosurgery, radiation oncology, and infectious diseases

may be needed to insure the best possible outcome for a

patient with SCC [2]. Emergency departments and other
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acute care facilities should have arrangements with tertiary

care facilities that can provide these resources rapidly.

Distances between hospitals may be far enough to

warrant transport via aircraft. In these cases, additional

considerations such as landing areas for helicopters or

ground transport to and from fixed wing aircrafts should be

resolved well in advance and articulated in a pre-deter-

mined transportation plan. Finally, a contingency plan

should be established for use of ground transportation when

weather conditions will not allow flying.

Whenever a delay in transfer or lengthy transport is

anticipated, empirical therapy should be considered even if

the diagnosis is not confirmed. Where an infectious cause is

suspected, antibiotics should be started before transfer. If a

metastatic lesion is suspected, steroids should be discussed

with the accepting physician at the tertiary care facility and

started if deemed appropriate.

Imaging Not Available

Some acute care facilities do not have magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) available continuously, or at all. In these

cases, computed tomography (CT) may be helpful if a bony

lesion is suspected. However, if a hematoma or neoplastic

or infectious cause is suspected, CT may not provide

adequate diagnostic information.

Therefore, an acute care facility that does not have

around-the-clock MRI availability should have an

arrangement with a facility that does. Owing to the rapid

progression of some acute SCC syndromes, these transfer

agreements should be pre-established so as to avoid pro-

longed attempts to find a facility.

Cancer

Patients with a known history of cancer and a high suspi-

cion for metastatic disease to the spine with cord

compression should be given high-dose corticosteroids

during transfer to a center with MRI services (dosing is

discussed below under the Acute Disk Herniation section).

Infection

Patients with evidence of infection such as fever, leuko-

cytosis, intravenous (IV) drug use, or a known infectious

source should be started on empiric antibiotics after blood

cultures are drawn. Anti-microbial coverage should include

Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, and methicillin resistant

Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). If there is a history of a

recent neurosurgical procedure, coverage for gram negative

organisms should be added. These empiric therapies may

be coordinated with the accepting facility’s physicians.

Imaging Available

Imaging of the spine is essential in identifying which

compressive lesions may benefit from surgical treatment.

Table 1 Spinal cord compression checklist for the first hour

Quadriplegia? Insure proper ventilation

Attain emergent spine imaging (MRI unless contraindicated)

Alert spine surgeon if indicated

Labs: CBC, platelets, PT, PTT, creatinine

Suspected metastatic disease, contact radiation oncology; administer

steroids if spinal metastasis with SCC is confirmed

Suspect epidural infection: ESR, start antibiotics

Fig. 1 ENLS spinal cord compression protocol
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the preferred tech-

nique because it demonstrates the surrounding supporting

structures of the spinal column and the intrinsic aspects of

the cord adjacent to the spinal lesion [3]. MRI can dem-

onstrate abnormalities of the soft tissues around the spine

and in the discrete regions (extradural, intradural extra-

medulary, and intramedulary) of the spinal canal itself. In

addition, MRI allows the evaluation of long segments of

the spine and spinal cord in a single examination.

The inclusion of a contrast enhanced study may be

required to identify infectious, inflammatory, and neo-

plastic lesions. Myelography and CT may be used to

identify traumatic and compressive lesions in patients who

are not eligible for MRI.

The initial imaging studies should be oriented to begin

at least two spinal segments above the level of the clinical

deficit and continue down to the conus. Many patients will

present with back pain without signs of a clear motor or

sensory level or sphincter dysfunction [4–6]. For this rea-

son, in patients with an active or recent cancer or a high

suspicion of metastatic disease, the entire spine should be

imaged.

Neoplastic Disease

In patients with metastatic SCC, motor function is the most

important factor in determining outcome [4]. These lesions

most frequently present in the thoracic spine (60 %) and

less frequently in the lumbosacral (30 %) or cervical

(10 %), reflecting the number of segments in each region

and their blood supplies [5].

SCC can be the presenting symptom of cancer in 20 %

of patients; in other words, an evident diagnosis of

malignancy is not always present. Tumors of the lung,

breast, and prostate, as well as lymphoma and renal cell

cancer, are the most common neoplasms causing metastatic

SCC. Metastatic disease occurs most often by hematoge-

nous spread to the marrow of the vertebral bodies. There is

contiguous spread from paraspinal tumors in less than

15 % of compressive metastatic lesions; this occurs par-

ticularly with Pancoast tumors and lymphomas.

Compression of venous structures may also contribute to

vasogenic edema and spinal cord infarcts [7].

Primary spinal cord tumors such as multiple myeloma,

chordoma, chondrosarcoma, Ewing’s sarcoma, and osteo-

genic sarcoma have also been associated with SCC though

they represent only 10 % of cases of extradural SCC.

Meningiomas and nerve sheath tumors are the most com-

mon intradural extramedullary lesions causing compressive

symptoms, and ependymoma and astrocytomas are the

most common intramedullary tumors.

Intramedullary spinal cord metastases can occur from

primary lung neoplasm and breast cancer and rarely from

lymphoma. Patients with intramedulary tumors can present

with variants of a hemicord syndrome, which typically

includes ipsilateral hemiplegia, loss of vibratory sense, and

fine touch with contralateral loss of pain and temperature

sensation [8].

Multiple cranial or spinal nerve dysfunction and signs of

meningeal irritation suggest leptomeningeal metastases.

This occurs in up to 8 % of cancer patients, and prognosis

is poor [9]. Symptoms may include motor or sensory def-

icits in several non-contiguous sites in the central nervous

system. Bowel and bladder involvement is less common.

These patients often have abnormal spinal fluid studies that

show an elevated protein level and pleocytosis with

hypoglycorrhachia. Cerebral spinal fluid should also be

sent for cytology in such cases.

A combination of radiotherapy and surgical treatment is

recommended for metastatic SCC [10]. In addition,

patients with leptomeningeal metastasis can be treated with

intrathecal chemotherapy. Chemotherapy for tumors of the

spinal column may also be reasonable for those with

tumors known to be chemosensitive such as lymphoma,

breast cancer, and neuroblastoma [11, 12].

Surgery may be particular beneficial for patients with a

single region of spinal compression or instability. Timely

referral for surgical evaluation facilitates rapid alleviation

of compressive neural damage and prevents further decline

[13]. Though patients who are non-ambulatory at presen-

tation have a shorter life expectancy, even those with

significant disease at presentation may benefit from palli-

ative surgical stabilization or radiation to mitigate

symptoms [14, 15].

There are few useful studies, but some suggest that there

is an advantage to surgical decompression within 24 h in

patients who have lost the ability to walk or have rapidly

declining ambulation. After that period, there may not be

the same urgency, and the surgical efficacy has not been

established. The overall prognosis for patients with meta-

static SCC is poor: the one-year survival rate is 30 % [16].

However, older age is a prognostic factor and may favor

radiation over surgery.

Patients without a previous history of cancer should have

a complete blood count, sedimentation rate or CRP, elec-

trolytes, liver function tests, serum light chains,

immunoglobulins and electropheresis, urinary Bence-Jones

proteins, and a chest radiograph. CT scans of the chest,

abdomen, and pelvis should be obtained, but should not

delay treatment. Tumor markers are not specific enough to

diagnose cancer but, if they are significantly elevated, may

be used to suggest possible primary sites of malignancy [16].

Patients found at presentation to have compressive

spinal lesions due to metastases and motor symptoms
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should generally be treated with corticosteroids. While this

therapy did not extend survival in several studies, it has

consistently been associated with improvement in ambu-

lation compared with placebo [17]. Whether there is an

advantage to the massive doses in the range of 100 mg of

dexamethasone used by some units is unknown. There is

some evidence that high dose steroid regimens before

radiation may have some clinical advantages, but this

approach is also associated with a higher risk of compli-

cations including psychosis and gastric ulcers with

hemorrhage [18]. Protein pump inhibitors are administered

in parallel with corticosteroids.

Management of patients includes urinary catheterization

for patients with urinary retention, hydration and attention

to nutritional status, and prevention of pressure ulcers and

thromboembolism. Prophylaxis is given for venous

thrombosis with heparin or fractionated heparin. Analgesia

to control pain and bowel regimens to prevent constipation

are also fundamental to improving quality of life for these

patients [19].

Acute Spinal Hemorrhage

Spinal hematomas can present with rapidly developing

paraparesis or tetraparesis with local or radicular pain. The

most common causes of non-traumatic spinal cord hema-

toma are vascular malformations, coagulopathy,

inflammatory myelitis, spinal tumors, and syringomyelia

[20, 22]. In rare cases, spinal hematoma can be a late

complication after radiotherapy, presumably due to bleed-

ing from telangiectasia caused by the radiotherapy [21].

MRI with and without gadolinium are used to evaluate

the spinal hematoma, as it will demonstrate both the

hematoma and any associated underlying pathology.

Because this is relatively rare, the literature consists mainly

of case reports and case series. There are little evidence-

based data available to guide therapy, and most approaches

are empiric.

There is considerable variation among surgeons

regarding the timing of surgical intervention. Some sur-

geons choose to evacuate the clot early to relieve

compression, while others believe it is best to allow the

neurologic symptoms to plateau before surgical interven-

tion to prevent further damage to viable tissue. Regardless

of timing, the underlying cause must be addressed, par-

ticularly correction of coagulopathy.

Acute Disk Herniation

Back pain that is localized or radicular is often associated

with disk herniation. This symptom is occasionally

accompanied by loss of sensory or motor function, which is

usually referable to the radiculopathy.

Acute non-traumatic myelopathy from a herniated disk

is rare, but has been reported [22]. The pain is typically

worse when standing or sitting and better in the recumbent

position. This is distinct from the pain associated with

epidural tumors, which is typically worse when the patient

lies down.

Acute myelopathy from disk herniations in the cervical

and thoracic regions is caused by direct compression of the

spinal cord as well as by compression of the blood supply

to the cord. MRI will demonstrate the herniated disk as

well as signal changes in the injured cord on T2 signal

sequences.

Patients with acute neurologic deficits from disk herni-

ation should have evaluation for surgical treatment. There

is currently no consensus regarding recommendations for

the timing of decompression or type of surgery recom-

mended, but most experts operate quickly after signs of

cord compression have become evident.

Steroids are often given to treat pain and inflammation

in patients with disk herniations and radicular symptoms.

In cases of severe acute deterioration in motor function

with an upper motor neuron distribution, methylpredniso-

lone may be given if started within the first 8 h. The

prevailing dosage recommendation is 30 mg/kg IV bolus

followed by 5.4 mg/kg/h by 23 h. However, this is a weak,

level 2C recommendation based on evidence from the

national acute spinal cord injury Study 2, a randomized

controlled trial that has been criticized as flawed [23].

Infectious Lesion

Suppurative infections of the spinal epidural space can

cause injury to the spinal cord through direct compression

and also by the involvement of the vascular supply to the

spinal cord. Diagnosis is often delayed because the initial

symptom may only be back pain. The classic triad of fever,

back pain, and neurologic deficit is not seen in most

patients [24]. Symptoms may include localized back pain,

radiculopathy, weakness, sensory changes, and sphincter

dysfunction.

The mechanism of spread of bacteria is probably

hematogenous; therefore, a history of IV drug use or an in-

dwelling catheter is important. Direct spread of infection

from vertebral osteomyelitis can occur. Most epidural

abscesses occur in the posterior epidural space, which

contains fat, small arteries, and the venous plexus. The

anterior epidural space is more difficult to invade. Staph-

yloccocus aureus is the most commonly reported pathogen

though many other bacteria such as gram negative
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organisms and Mycobacterium tuberculosis can cause a

subacute spinal epidural abscess [25].

It may be difficult to distinguish infections from lepto-

meningeal metastases, particularly in immunosuppressed

patients or those with lymphoma who may be susceptible

to both. Patients with infections tend to develop cranial

nerve and spinal abnormalities later in the course of illness

as compared with patients with leptomeningeal neoplasm.

Plain radiographs of the spine that show abnormalities

involving two vertebral bodies across a disk space indicate

an infectious process as it is rare for metastatic tumor to

cross the disk space.

The work-up for suspected epidural abscess includes

complete blood count (CBC), erythrocyte sedimentation

rate (ESR), blood cultures, and preoperative lab studies.

However, abnormalities of the CBC and ESR are non-

specific: two-thirds of patients have a leukocytosis, and

some may have a highly elevated ESR [24]. Spinal fluid

studies may show elevated protein and leukocyte levels,

but may also be within normal ranges. However, an ESR of

less than 20 has excellent sensitivity for excluding a

diagnosis of spinal epidural abscess [24].

Treatment of epidural abscess includes both medical and

surgical therapies. Surgical decompression and drainage of

the abscess is often indicated, and a surgical evaluation

should be requested. Antibiotic coverage should include

anti-staphylococcal coverage, including coverage for

methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus. If there is a

history of recent neurosurgical procedure, antibiotic cov-

erage should be broadened to include gram negative

organisms (third generation cephalosporin and aminogly-

coside) until culture results can definitively guide therapy.

The recommendation to delay antibiotics until cultures are

obtained in patients who have a mechanically stable spine

and a stable neurologic examination is controversial [26].

CT guided aspiration of the epidural space is occa-

sionally used to obtain cultures in patients without

neurologic deficits. Cultures should be sent for aerobic and

anaerobic bacteria, fungi, and tuberculosis. However, cul-

tures may remain negative in 20–40 % of cases.

Steroids may be used during the course of treatment if

the infection involves the spinal cord itself (intramedulary)

to reduce associated spinal cord edema. Dexamethasone

is most frequently used in doses ranging from 4–10 mg

every 6 h.

Non-Compressive Acute Spinal Lesions

Patients with acute and severe symptoms of spinal cord

dysfunction may have spinal cord infarct; inflammatory,

infectious, and parainfectious myelitis; or demyelinating

diseases. The leading causes of this syndrome are infarctive

and are all uncommon; they are cartilaginous disk embolus,

atherosclerotic disease of the aorta, and the ischemic

effects of a dural arteriovenous fistula. These forms of

spinal cord ischemia are difficult to diagnose and require

further imaging with spinal angiography to identify arte-

riovenous malformation, and serum and cerebral spinal

fluid (CSF) studies should usually be sent for diagnosis of

infection and vasculitis. IgG index in CSF and serum as

well as oligoclonal bands may be suggestive of an intra-

thecal infectious or inflammatory process (See the Acute

Non-Traumatic Weakness protocol).

Normal Imaging

MRI that is unrevealing in a patient with acute disturbance

of motor and or sensory function should prompt evaluation

of the peripheral nerves and neuromuscular junction.

Electrophysiologic studies may establish a diagnosis of

acute demyelinating or axonal polyradiculopathy, myas-

thenia gravis, or Lambert Eaton syndrome or motorneuron

disease (see the Acute Non-Traumatic Weakness protocol).

Communication

When communicating to an accepting or referring physi-

cian about this patient, consider including the key elements

listed in Table 2.
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